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Abstract

In the constant updates of the product dialogue
systems, we need to retrain the natural language
understanding (NLU) model as new data from
the real users would be merged into the existing
data accumulated in the last updates. Within the
newly added data, new intents would emerge
and might have semantic entanglement with
the existing intents, e.g. new intents that are
semantically too specific or generic are actu-
ally a subset or superset of some existing in-
tents in the semantic space, thus impairing the
robustness of the NLU model. As the first at-
tempt to solve this problem, we setup a new
benchmark consisting of 4 Dialogue Version
Control dataSets (DialogVCS). We formulate
the intent detection with imperfect data in the
system update as a multi-label classification
task with positive but unlabeled intents, which
asks the models to recognize all the proper in-
tents, including the ones with semantic entan-
glement, in the inference. We also propose
comprehensive baseline models and conduct in-
depth analyses for the benchmark, showing that
the semantically entangled intents can be effec-
tively recognized with an automatic workflow.
Our code and dataset are available at https:
//github.com/pkunlp-icler/DialogVCS.

1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of the business market for the
task-oriented chatbots, the service providers would
constantly upgrade their dialogue systems in order
to be adaptable to the changing user requirements.
Within the system update, the workflow of updating
the existing natural language understanding (NLU)
model is to collect a new training corpus by accu-
mulating emerging data and merging them into the
existing training data in the last iteration, followed
by retraining with the updated corpus. Throughout
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Figure 1: A motivating example for DialogVCS. In the
m-th system update, the intents colored in pink are the
existing labels while the intents colored in blue and
yellow are the emerging ones. The emerging intents
might be overlapped, e.g. being excessively specific
(yellow) or generic (blue), with the existing ones in the
semantic space.

the model update, new intents would emerge as
more and more real-world user queries arrive.

The prior research on NLU focused on the ut-
terance understanding with a well-defined intent1

ontology, with the assumption that the entire in-
tents are semantically separable and organized in
the proper granularity2. However, the emerging
intents from NLU model update might be incom-
patible with the existing intent ontology and thus
violate the assumption regarding the properties of
being semantically non-overlapping and maintain-

1“intent” refers to the underlying goal or purpose of a user’s
request or query in a dialogue. This is a commonly used con-
cept in task-oriented dialogue datasets including MultiWOZ,
CrossWOZ, SNIPS, and ATIS.

2A well-designed NLU ontology should adequately split
the entire user semantic space into the non-overlapping intents
with appropriate granularity, i.e. each intent should not be
excessively generic or specific in terms of semantics.
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ing well-designed granularity, e.g. the emerging
intents ‘play_music_on_repeat’ and ‘play_media’
are semantically too specific or generic with re-
spect to the existing intent ‘play_music’. We cate-
gorize the semantic overlapping problem between
the emerging and the existing intents among the
system upgrade into two categories, namely ver-
sion conflict and merge friction, in which the ver-
sion conflicts signify the emerging intents are too
semantically specific and thus covered by the ex-
isting intents while the merge frictions are just the
opposite. We argue that the semantic overlapping
problem between emerging and existing intents oc-
curs frequently in the dialogue system updates as
the careful human modification for each emerging
intent would be prohibitive due to the limited labor
budgets and the imminent product delivery dead-
lines. The defective data would even propagate and
accumulate through consecutive upgrades, and thus
largely impair the robustness of the NLU models.

We formulate the problem as a multi-label clas-
sification task with positive but unlabeled intents3.
As the first step towards solving this problem, we
setup a benchmark consisting of 4 dialogue ver-
sion control datasets (DialogVCS) to simulate the
semantically overlapped intents. We employ a
fully automatic workflow to create the ATIS-VCS,
SNIPS-VCS, MultiWOZ-VCS, CrossWOZ-VCS
datasets from 4 canonical NLU datasets, includ-
ing ATIS (Hemphill et al., 1990), SNIPS (Coucke
et al., 2018), MultiWOZ (Zang et al., 2020) and
CrossWOZ (Zhu et al., 2020), by splitting the orig-
inal intents according to the pivot entities or inten-
tions. By leveraging existing high-quality datasets,
it provides a distinct advantage in terms of quality
assurance. On the other hand, manual annotation
on real scenario data could be challenging to main-
tain consistent quality. The most critical challenge
of DialogVCS is the discrepancy between training
and inference, i.e. for each training instance, only
one intent is provided as the target label4, while in
the testing phase, the models are expected to output
all the ground-truth labels. Thus we setup multiple
baselines concerning with positive but unlabeled
(PU) learning for the proposed benchmark and find
that the baseline models are capable of detecting

3We focus on the intent detection rather than slot filling,
as empirically we observe over 95% of bad cases associated
with NLU model update are at the intent level in a commercial
dialogue platform with a considerable market share.

4Note that we assume all the labeled intents in the training
instances are factually correct, i.e. no dataset noise (false
annotations) occurs.

semantically overlapped intents automatically.
We summarize our contributions below: 1) We

model the version conflicts and merge frictions
of NLU models in the industrial dialogue system
update as a multi-label classification task with pos-
itive but unlabeled intents, making it accessible
to the research community. 2) We propose 4 di-
alogue version control datasets by simulating the
semantic overlapping problem on the ATIS, SNIPS,
MultiWOZ, and CrossWOZ datasets. 3) We setup
various baselines for the proposed benchmark and
show that the semantically overlapping intents can
be effectively detected with an automatic workflow.

2 Task Overview

Background on system updates In the product
conversational AI platforms with NLU function-
alities (Ram et al., 2018; Hoy, 2018; Meng et al.,
2022; Zheng et al., 2022; Liang et al., 2022) based
on cloud computing, service providers would of-
fer accessible ways, i.e. easy-to-use user inter-
faces, low-code application programming inter-
faces (APIs), for users (programmers or operators)
to customize their task-oriented dialogue systems.
As one of the core components in the task-oriented
chatbots, the dialogue platform would provide com-
mon query understanding skills, such as weather
and traffic inquiry, music and video playing, and
food delivery, as the default native skills to ramp
up the initial product delivery. The native skills
would be updated periodically as more and more
customer data comes from real-world users. After
deploying the very first version of their chatbots
with selected native skills, the users would con-
stantly add new functionalities or modify existing
ones following the continuous integration/delivery
(CI/CD) routines (Duvall et al., 2007; Shahin et al.,
2017). Except for the native skills, users would also
customize user skills by adding their own training
corpus5 to the platform. In a nutshell, the natu-
ral language understanding (NLU) module of the
task-oriented chatbots might be updated due to the
upgrades of the native skills or the adaptations to
the customized user skills.

Formulations To better signify the two afore-
mentioned challenges, suppose at first we have two
intents i1 and i2, the version conflict would occur
when the new intents iv11 , iv21 emerges where the

5Most AI platforms would help the users reduce the labor
cost of data annotation with automatic data augmentation,
few-shot learning capability, etc.
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superscripts v1 and v2 imply that iv11 and iv21 are
different labels with respect to i1 but semantically
identical; the merge friction would occur as the
new intent i1&i2 appears where the ampersand em-
phasizes the new intent is different but semantically
affiliated to i1 and i2. Note that i1, iv11 and i1&i2
are just the notations of the given intents rather
than the real intent names, which means we can not
know the relations among these intents a priori.

3 Dataset Collection

3.1 Raw Data Collection
We collect data from two single-turn dialog datasets
ATIS (Hemphill et al., 1990) and SNIPS (Coucke
et al., 2018), and two multi-turn dialog datasets
MultiWOZ 2.1 (Eric et al., 2019) and CrossWOZ
(Zhu et al., 2020). ATIS is a classic dataset on
the flight inquiry, while SNIPS was collected from
the real-world voice assistant and covers broader
domains. MultiWoZ is a task-oriented dataset with
seven domains: taxi, restaurant, hotel, attraction,
train, police, and hospital, but the last two domains
are not in the validation or test set, so we drop them
following the prior work (Lee et al., 2019; Kim
et al., 2020; Moradshahi et al., 2021). CrossWOZ
is a Chinese task-oriented dataset with the same
domain setting as MultiWOZ’s validation/test set:
taxi, restaurant, hotel, attraction, and train. For
these WOZ datasets, we treat each utterance as
an instance, rather than the whole dialog. The
statistics of the datasets are shown in Table 1.

3.2 Version Conflict
We simulate the version conflict by sampling.
Given an instance Ins with the original label l = i1
and versions set V = {v1, v2, ..., vk}, we uni-
formly sample the version v from V , and reset the
label of the instance as l′ = iv1. In the real-world
applications, a specific intent might have multiple
versions, but to control the difficulty of the dataset,
here we assume the maximum number of versions
is 2, i.e. k = 2. At testing time, the model shall
predict both versions of the label iv11 and iv21 .

3.3 Merge Friction
For merge friction, the label-splitting strategies on
composite intents are different regarding single-
intent and multi-intent datasets.

Split Single Intent For ATIS and SNIPS, where
each instance is annotated with one single intent
i and several related entities E or slots, we could
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Figure 2: The examples of intent splitting while sim-
ulating the merge friction issue. (2a) For single-intent
datasets, i.e. ATIS and SNIPS, we split the intent
“Fight” into two sub-intents “Flight_with_time” and
“Flight_without_time” by the pivot entity “time”.
(2b) For multi-intent datasets, i.e. MultiWOZ and Cross-
WOZ, we split the composite intent “Hotel&Taxi”
into two atomic intents “Hotel” and “Taxi”.

split the single intent i into two separate sub-intent
i1 = iwith_entity_j and i2 = iwithout_entity_j , the
classification rule of which is whether this instance
contains the entity_j or not, and the original in-
tent i becomes compositional i1&i2. For exam-
ple, as shown in figure 2a, given an utterance “i
would like to find a flight from charlotte to las
vegas that makes a stop in st. louis” with the in-
tent Flight, since it does not contain any time en-
tity, the sub-intent shall be Flight_without_time;
on the other hand, given an utterance “monday
morning i would like to fly from columbus to in-
dianapolis” with the same intent, since it contains
time entity “monday morning”, the sub-intent shall
be Flight_with_time. For training data, we ran-
domly relabel the instance by sub-intent i1, i2 or
full-intent i1&i2. While testing, the model shall
predict both the fine-grain and coarse-grain labels.
The split intents are shown in Table A3.

Split Multi Intent Unlike the previous situation,
for MultiWOZ and CrossWOZ each instance might
contain multiple intents, which makes splitting in-
tent easier. We reconsider the deduplicated multi-
intents as a new compositional label i1&i2, and nat-
urally its atomic labels are i1 and i2. An example
is shown in Figure 2b, each of the three instances
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could be labeled as any of the three labels, whether
compositional label Hotel&Taxi, or atomic labels
Hotel and Taxi. For training data, we randomly
relabel the instance by one of the atomic intents i1
and i2, or the compositional intent i1&i2. While
testing, the model should predict all the ground-
truth labels. The split intent is at Table A4.

4 Methods

We highlight the technical challenges of Di-
alogVCS: 1) The discrepancy between training and
testing due to the positive but unlabeled (PU) set-
ting; 2) The risk of pivoting the model training with
false negative labels; 3) The extreme 0-1 class im-
balance of multi-label classification. We propose
multiple baselines towards these challenges.

4.1 Basic Classifier

Considering the proposed task as a multi-label clas-
sification task, we apply a linear classification at the
head of the output of pre-trained language model
(PLM). we use a PLM to get the representations
for every token x in sentence: [h1,h2, ...,hn] =
PLM([x1,x2, ...,xn]) where hi is the representa-
tion for token xi. Then, we use linear transforma-
tion and Sigmoid activation function at the output
representation of [CLS] to get output distribution
for intents: y = Sigmoid(Wh1), where W is
trainable parameter. In practice, we use threshold
0.5 for the output of Sigmoid to determine the
final binary output for each intent.

4.2 Method against False Negative Labels

In order to alleviate the negative effect of false neg-
ative labels, which introduce noise in training, and
make the model perform poorly, we propose Nega-
tive Sample method to reduce the negative effects
of the inaccurate negative samples. For each sam-
ple s in training set Dtrain, instead of directly using
the labels given by dataset, we construct new labels
by using the positive label and randomly sample
θ ∗ |L| negative samples, where theta is a propor-
tion and |L| is the number of labels of the dataset.
We use the model output as the labels other than
the positive label and the sampled negative labels,
meaning that we do not optimize all labels other
than positive and negative labels. And then we use
BCE Loss (Creswell et al., 2017) for optimization.

4.3 Method for Imbalanced Binary
Classification

If we consider the proposed task as intent binary
classification, the distribution of positive and nega-
tive sample for each class is extremely imbalanced.
Targeting at the unbalance of positive and negative
sample for each intent, we propose a method based
on Focal Loss with label smoothing, which puts
more emphasis on positive samples. Specifically,
we add a label something on the original target l:

lLS = l(1− β) +
β

|L| (1)

where |L| denotes the number of intent classes.
β is the label smoothing parameter. β/K is the
soft label, which represents the number of intent
labels. l is a vector where the positive labels equal
1 and the negative labels equal to 0 and pLS is the
modified targets, which represents a list of ground
truth labels.

We introduce Focal Loss (Lin et al., 2017) to
alleviate the above problems. For notational conve-
nience, we define pt as below:

pt =

{
p if y = 1

1− p otherwise,
(2)

To address class imbalance, we introduce a
weighting factor αt ∈ [0, 1] for class 1 and 1−α for
class −1. As the extreme class imbalance encoun-
tered during the training of classifier overwhelms
the cross entropy loss and major negative samples,
the easily classified negative samples comprise the
majority of the loss and dominate the gradient. As
α balances the importance of positive and negative
samples, we add another factor (1− pt)

γ to differ-
entiate between easy and hard samples and focus
training on hard negatives:

FL(pt) = −αt(1− pt)
γ log(pt). (3)

where α and γ are hyper parameters. Consider-
ing the proposed task as binary classification, there
are 2 hyper-parameters αpos and αneg for αt

4.4 Method for Imbalanced Multi-Label
Label Classification

Another method that we are interested in explor-
ing is to apply Cross Entropy Loss into multi-label
classification instead of modeling the proposed task
as binary classification. Cross Entropy Loss max-
imize the difference between the score of target
class and the score of other classes:
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LCE = log


1 +

n∑

i=1,i ̸=t

esi−st


 (4)

where [s1, · · · , st−1, st+1, · · · , sn] is the output
score of non-target classes and st is the output score
of target class. As an extension to apply CE Loss at
multi-label classification, we still want to maximize
the difference between the score of target classes
and the score of other classes, so we propose a
multi-label CE Loss:

LmlCE = log


1 +

∑

i∈Ωneg ,j∈Ωpos

esi−sj




= log


1 +

∑

i∈Ωneg

esi
∑

j∈Ωpos

e−sj




(5)

where Ωneg denotes negative classes and Ωpos
denotes positive classes. The optimized goal of
LmlCE is to make si < sj .

In our proposed task, the number of output
classes is unfixed, so we need a threshold to de-
termine which class to be positive. We introduce
an additional threshold score x0 and optimize to
make sj > s0 and si < s0 into Equation 5:

LmlCE = log


es0 +

∑

i∈Ωneg

esi




+ log


e−s0 +

∑

j∈Ωpos

e−sj




(6)

Equation 6 is the extension of Softmax and Cross
Entropy to multi-label classification task. Instead
of turning multi-label classification into multiple
binary problem, it transforms it to a two-by-two
minimization of scores of target classes with non-
target classes, leading to alleviation of class imbal-
ance. As we use threshold 0.5 for the output of
Sigmoid to determine the final binary output for
each intent, we set s0 to be 0.

4.5 Method of In-Context-Learning
Large Language Models (LLMs) (Sanh et al.,
2021; Ouyang et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022) have
demonstrated impressive few-shot generalization
abilities. We are also interested in investigating
generation-based methods and incorporating label

semantics as inputs for generative models. For each
dataset, we provide one data sample for each label.
We also provide a task description and all the avail-
able label options and query the generative model
to output one or more labels that match the input.

5 Experiments

5.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

We show the dataset statistics in Table 1. To com-
pare the baseline models, we adopt the standard
precision(P), recall(R), F1-score(F1) for evaluation.
The above metrics consider the task as a binary
classification task for all intents, ignoring the multi-
label classification nature of the task. So we present
the exact match ratio (EM) metrics for further eval-
uation. More details are shown in Appendix A.3.

5.2 Experiment Settings

For a fair comparison, we use BERT-base-
uncased (Devlin et al., 2019) as the text encoder
for all methods. We introduce a naive baseline by
applying a basic multi-label classifier (Section 4.1).
Another baseline is to train the classifier exposure
to all ground-truth labels, which indicate the up-
per bound of other models as all other models are
trained with partially positive labels.

We implement all the experiments with Huggin-
face Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). We specify
the model_ids we used in the model repository in
Table A2. All the hyperparameters used in our
proposed methods are presented in Table A1.

5.3 Experiment Results

Main Results As shown in Table 2, due to the
discrepancy between the label distribution in the
training and testing, fine-tuning the classifier by
the naive method of ‘Basic Classifier’ as Sec. 4.1
to DialogVCS with the naive BCE Loss yields low
performance, especially under the metric of EM,
indicating the challenges of DialogVCS. The pro-
posed baselines significantly alleviate the negative
effect of inaccurate negative labels. Among the
three methods, Multi-Label Focal Loss as Sec. 4.4
generally outperforms other methods to be a robust
method for partial positive labels. More detailed
analysis and discussion are in Appendix A.7.

For new intents that have no semantic overlap-
ping with the original intents, we train them directly
as new samples without considering version con-
flicts or merge frictions. Since these new intents do
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Dataset Intent Statistics Dataset Count
VC-N VC-R(%) MF-N MF-R(%) Total Train Valid Test

ATIS-VCS 50 75.8 10 15.2 66 4455 496 876
SNIPS-VCS 24 77.4 6 19.4 31 13084 700 700
MultiWOZ-VCS 14 63.6 8 36.4 22 42342 4229 4238
CrossWOZ-VCS 10 58.8 7 41.2 17 55189 7325 7305

Table 1: The statistics of the proposed datasets. We list the label number of the intents which involve the version
conflict (VC-N) or the merge friction (MF-N) issues, the correlated ratio of concerning training instances in the
training set (VC-R and MF-R), as well as the dataset split for training, validation and testing.

Method ATIS-VCS SNIPS-VCS CrossWOZ-VCS MultiWOZ-VCS
P R F1 EM P R F1 EM P R F1 EM P R F1 EM

Basic classfier 66.67 0.01 0.15 0.00 99.99 5.26 10.00 14.29 98.06 23.83 38.35 3.94 91.78 37.93 53.67 6.75

Neg. Sample 87.40 86.87 87.14 76.37 94.30 93.16 93.73 85.14 97.97 49.24 65.54 42.97 86.19 87.06 86.62 82.79
LS Focal loss 84.17 88.81 86.43 77.05 95.85 95.95 95.90 92.86 97.00 88.37 92.48 80.34 88.62 86.45 87.52 85.85
Multi-label CE 91.77 85.73 88.65 79.91 94.40 80.74 87.04 65.14 98.06 28.86 44.60 14.47 94.00 81.14 87.10 80.46

ChatGPT-ICL 49.84 52.33 51.06 0.03 82.86 0.58 0.6824 31.79 11.37 16.75 0.01 42.97 60.92 51.46 55.79 1.00

Upper Bound 98.07 86.80 92.09 83.22 96.73 96.42 96.57 95.86 96.90 96.95 96.92 93.49 89.33 87.34 88.32 86.71

Table 2: Model performance on the DialogVCS. We use BERT-base as the backbone text encoder for all the
baselines. The ‘Basic Classifier’ and ‘Upper Bound’ methods signify the ‘know nothing a priori’ (no inductive bias
of positive but unlabeled (PU) learning in the training) and ‘know everything a priori’ (exposure to all ground-truth
labels in the training) settings, while other methods aim to recognize unlabeled intents in the regime of PU learning.
For each setting except ChatGPT-ICL, we report the median scores among 5 runs using different random seeds.

not overlap semantically with the original intents,
we can directly add to the training data.

We experimented with in-context learning of
GPT-3.5 6. We provide one sample for each intent
in the demonstration to form many examples (i.e.,
66 intents for ATIS-VCS, 31 intents for SNIPS-
VCS, 22 intents for CrossWOZ-VCS, and 17 in-
tents for MultiWOZ-VCS). We add the requirement
of completing the multi-label classification task and
provide all options in the prompt, which is shown
in Table B11. Then, we determine the intent of the
model output by matching the options provided in
the prompt with the generated text output. Follow-
ing Ye et al. (2023); Qin et al. (2023), we randomly
sample 100 instances in the test set for the test.
The performance of GPT-3.5 on in-context learn-
ing (Kojima et al., 2022) under few-shot settings
is satisfactory enough, which further demonstrates
the challenging nature of the proposed benchmark.

Analysis on how to address the problem of inten-
tional overlap in new and old data The bench-
mark can be seen as a unique adversarial dataset.
It contains both test and training data, allowing for
the analysis of model performance and trends under
different levels of inconsistency control. This ap-

6https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt

proach helps reveal the robustness of the model. As
demonstrated in Table 5, the classifier experiences a
significant drop in performance as the data becomes
more inconsistent. However, a robust model should
ideally not exhibit such a rapid decline in accuracy.
Instead, it should generally maintain accuracy, or
even approach the performance upper bound. This
benchmark aims to reveal these characteristics in
the tested models, contributing to the development
of more robust NLU models for industrial dialogue
systems. In addition, we make contributions to the
method to address this problem. Our motivation
for designing the method is to model the problem
as a PU learning problem of multi-label classifica-
tion. Next, we want the model to be able to identify
semantically overlapped intents, so we apply three
methods: Negative Sampling, Label-Smoothing
Focal Loss, and Multi-Label Cross-Entropy.

Model Scale Up Table 3a shows the model per-
formance on DialogVCS with different size of text
encoder. We use Label-Smoothing Focal Loss
method due to its high performance in Table 2.
Results show that scaling up generally benefits
the model performance. Transferring from BERT-
Small to BERT-Base brings up to 9 points growth
in the F1 score, and transferring from BERT-Base
to BERT-Large brings up to 5 points growth in the
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F1 score. However, the performance of CrossWOZ-
VCS dataset does not follow this trend, which
might be caused by the insufficient training of large-
size Chinese BERT models.

Size ATIS-VCS SNIPS-VCS Cro-VCS Mul-VCS

Small 77.78 90.68 95.60 86.26
Base 86.43 95.90 92.48 87.52
Large 91.57 97.45 87.66 87.34

(a) Exploration on Model Scale

Model ATI-VCS SNI-VCS Cro-VCS Mul-VCS

BERT 86.43 95.90 92.48 87.52
RoBERTa 91.03 96.34 92.41 86.62
AlBERT 84.64 88.45 84.58 85.92
DeBERTa 91.56 90.89 95.93 86.61

(b) Exploration on Model Structures

LSR ATIS-VCS SNIPS-VCS Cross-VCS Multi-VCS

0.1 77.67 95.90 92.48 86.86
0.2 86.43 95.05 80.89 87.02
0.4 85.13 88.58 80.59 87.52

(c) Exploration on Label Smoothing Rates

Table 3: The F1 scores of the the Label-Smoothing
Focal Loss method with different model size (3a), dif-
ferent structures of the encoder (3b), and different label
smoothing rates (LSR) (3c). The full tables are provided
in Table A6, Table A7, and Table A8.

Model Structure We are also interested in
whether the selection of text encoder is impor-
tant for the task performance. Table 3b shows
the model performance with different model struc-
ture for text encoder. We experiment four model
structures of the text encoder, including BERT-
Base, RoBERTa-Base (Liu et al., 2019), AlBERT-
Base (Lan et al., 2019) and DeBERTa-Base (He
et al., 2020). Results show that RoBERTa-Base
and DeBERTa-Base generally outperform others.

Label Smoothing Rate for Focal Loss Our
Label-Smoothing Focal Loss method consists of a
dedicated label smoothing strategy. Intuitively, as
the negative samples are prone to be false negative
in DialogVCS, smoothing the labels in this way pre-
vents the classifier from becoming over-confident
while determining negative outputs. Table 3c
shows the model performance on DialogVCS when
applying Label-Smoothing Focal Loss method with
different label smoothing rates (LSR). The best
practise for choosing label smoothing rate depends
on the number of labels of the dataset, generally
speaking a dataset with larger label set requires a
larger label smoothing rate. As shown in table 3c,

NSN ATIS-VCS SNIPS-VCS Cross-VCS Multi-VCS

1 66.35 93.73 65.54 86.62
2 79.55 91.67 58.78 84.57
4 87.14 82.37 52.90 77.59
8 84.46 76.99 48.72 72.60

Table 4: The F1 scores of the Negative Sampling
Method under different negative sample numbers (NSN).
The full table is provided in Table A10.

the numbers of labels in the ATIS-VCS dataset and
MultiWOZ-VCS dataset are larger than those in the
SNIPS-VCS dataset and CrossWOZ dataset, thus
the Label-Smoothing Focal Loss method attains
better performance with a larger label smoothing
rate such as 0.2 and 0.4, while the best choice of
label smoothing rate for the SNIPS-VCS dataset
and CrossWOZ-VCS dataset is 0.1.

Negative Sample Number There is a critical
hyper-parameter for the negative sampling method
— the negative sample number. As illustrated in Ta-
ble 4, we try to figure out the best hyper-parameter
setting in terms of the negative sample number.
We observe that as the negative sample number
increases, the performance decreases to a large
extent for the SNIPS-VCS, CrossWOZ-VCS and
MultiWOZ-VCS, with an exception that 4 negative
samples work the best for the ATIS-VCS dataset.

Difficulty Control We want to explore the model
performances on DialogVCS with different levels
of semantic entanglement. Intuitively, we can con-
trol the difficulty level by controlling the number
of conflicting labels, e.g. ‘easy’ and ‘hard’ ver-
sions of DialogVCS. The details of creating such
datasets are presented in Appendix A.6. As shown
in Table 5, in ATIS-VCS and SNIPS-VCS, as the
number of split sub-intents decreases, the dataset
becomes easier, and the performance improves.
While in CrossWOZ-VCS and MultiWOZ-VCS, as
the number of split atomic intents decreases, the ra-
tio of simple intents also decreases, thus the dataset
becomes harder, and the performance declines. We
put more details in Table A10.

Correlation Between Labels Due to the discrep-
ancy between training set and test set for the pro-
posed task, the key point for model success is to
capture the potential correlation between related
labels, i.e., labels of iv11 , iv21 , iv12 , iv22 and i1&i2. Fig-
ure 3 displays the co-occurrence matrix between
labels based on the model output of Multi-Label Fo-
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i16 PlayMusic
i17 PlayMusic_with_artist_v1
i18 PlayMusic_with_artist_v2
i19 PlayMusic_without_artist_v1
i20 PlayMusic_without_artist_v1

i11 GetWeather
i12 GetWeather_with_state_v1
i13 GetWeather_with_state_v2
i14 GetWeather_without_state_v1
i15 GetWeather_without_state_v2

i1 AddToPlaylist
i2 AddToPlaylist_with_artist_v1
i3 AddToPlaylist_with_artist_v2
i4 AddToPlaylist_without_artist_v1
i5 AddToPlaylist_without_artist_v1

i1   i2   i3    i4    i5

i11  i12  i13  i14  i15

i16  i17 i18  i19 i20

Figure 3: Display of the co-occurrence matrix between labels based on the model output of Multi-Label Focal
Loss method for the test set of SNIPS-VCS. Different colors indicate different co-occurrence frequency of labels.
The proposed method is able to capture the potential correlation between labels as the model output distinctly
corresponds to the relationship between labels, i.e. the frequency of co-occurrence between iv11 , iv21 , iv12 , iv22 and
i1&i2 is significantly higher than the other labels.

Difficulty ATIS-VCS SNIPS-VCS

Easy 1 96.17 98.50
Easy 2 96.46 95.93
Easy 4 93.15 96.72
Normal 86.43 95.90

Difficulty CrossWOZ-VCS MultiWOZ-VCS

Hard 1 76.07 84.96
Hard 2 80.89 85.41
Hard 4 80.59 86.29
Normal 92.48 87.52

Table 5: The F1 scores of the Label-Smoothing Fo-
cal Loss method with different levels of difficulty. We
control the dataset difficulty by controlling the group
numbers of label versions, i.e. k in “Easy k” or “Hard
k” (Appendix A.6).

cal Loss method for the test set of SNIPS-VCS. Re-
sults for other datasets are at Figure A2, Figure A3
and Figure A4. The proposed method is able to
capture the potential correlation between labels as
the model output distinctly corresponds to the re-
lationship between labels, i.e. the frequency of
co-occurrence between iv11 , iv21 , iv12 , iv22 and i1&i2
is significantly higher than the other labels. We
also visualize the model’s prediction on different
version labels in the test set of SNIPS-VCS in Ap-
pendix A.8.

6 Related Work

Robust NLU Recently, the topics concerning the
NLP robustness and debiasing have attracted board

attention (Liu et al., 2020b,a; Wang et al., 2021).
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first
to investigate the non-robustness of NLU systems
caused by overlapping and conflicting labels result-
ing from continuous system updates.

Multi-label classification Multi-label classifica-
tion (Tsoumakas et al., 2006; Zhang and Zhou,
2013; Liu et al., 2021b; Wang et al., 2022) is a
well-studied problem that allows each sample as-
signed multiple labels simultaneously. The label
assignments can be incomplete in many real-world
scenarios, especially with a large label set.

PU Learning The label incomplete problem is
related to positive and unlabeled (PU) learning
(Bekker and Davis, 2020). Many works focus on
identifying reliable negative examples from the un-
labeled dataset and utilize the estimated labels to
improve the classification performances (Chaud-
hari and Shevade, 2012; Ienco et al., 2012; Basile
et al., 2017; He et al., 2018).

7 Conclusion

The version conflicts and merge frictions of intents
occur frequently due to the semantic overlapping
between emerging and existing intents in the indus-
trial dialogue system updates, but are unexplored
in the research community. We take the first step
to model the version conflict problem as a multi-
label classification with positive but unlabeled in-
tents, and propose a dialogue version control (Di-
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alogVCS) benchmark with extensive baselines. We
find that the overlapping intents can be effectively
detected with an automatic workflow. We leave the
construction of real-scenario data for future works.
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Limitations

In this paper, we focused on the version conflicts of
the intents in the NLU model update, without con-
sidering dataset noise or skewed intent distribution
(extreme long-tail intents). In the real-world appli-
cations, other problems would appear in the same
time as the version conflicts, thus largely impeding
the robustness of NLU models. We call for more
realistic, product-driven datasets for more in-depth
analyses of the robustness of NLU models.
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sion control datasets (DialogVCS) are all publicly
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simulate the semantic overlapping problem as new
intents emerge in the NLU model update, without
introducing new user utterances. We guarantee that
no user privacy or any other sensitive data were
exposed, and no gender/ethnic biases, profanities
would appear in the proposed DialogVCS bench-
mark. The model trained with the benchmark is
used to identify the overlapping intents and would
not generate any malicious content.
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A Appendix

A.1 Related Work

Robust NLU In the recent years, the topics con-
cerning the NLP robustness and debiasing have
attracted board attention. (Liu et al., 2020b,a;
Wang et al., 2021) For NLU models, Nechaev
et al. (2021) studied data-efficient techniques to
make NLU models robust to ASR errors, includ-
ing data augmentation, adversarial training, and
a confidence-aware layer. Fang et al. (2020) pro-
posed novel phonetic-aware text representations
which represent ASR transcriptions at the phoneme
level, aiming to capture pronunciation similarities.
Besides ASR, there are other factors that affect the
robustness of the NLU systems. Liu et al. (2021a)
analyzed different factors affecting the robustness
of NLU models including language variety, speech
characteristics, and noise perturbation. Ghaddar
et al. (2021) proposed a debiasing framework to
slove out-of-distribution (OOD) problem in NLU.
Zhang (2021) discussed three robustness problems,
namely poor generalization across domains, inher-
ently ambiguous training samples, and unreliable
datasets. To the best of our knowledge, this study
is the first to investigate the non-robustness of NLU
systems caused by overlapping and conflicting la-
bels resulting from continuous system updates.

Multi-label classification Multi-label classifica-
tion (Tsoumakas et al., 2006; Zhang and Zhou,
2013; Liu et al., 2021b; Wang et al., 2022) is a well-
studied problem that allows each sample assigned
multiple labels simultaneously. The simplest so-
lution is converting the multi-label problem into
multiple independent binary classifications (one for
each label) (Liu et al., 2017). But different labels
are generally correlated with each other, instead of
being independent. Some methods are proposed
to exploit label correlations in multi-label classifi-
cation (Zhang and Zhang, 2010; Sun et al., 2010;
Kong et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2017b). Addition-
ally, there are some studies treating the task as a
ranking problem, trying to rank all positive labels
higher than other labels for each sample (Gong
et al., 2014; Kanehira and Harada, 2016). All of
these works assume that each instance in training
data is fully assigned without any missing labels.
However, the label assignments can be incomplete
in many real-world scenarios, especially with a
large label set.

PU Learning The label incomplete problem is
related to positive and unlabeled (PU) learning
(Bekker and Davis, 2020). PU learning aims to
train a classifier from a set of positive samples
and an additional set of unlabeled samples. Many
works focus on identifying reliable negative exam-
ples from the unlabeled dataset and utilize the es-
timated labels to improve the classification perfor-
mances (Chaudhari and Shevade, 2012; Ienco et al.,
2012; Basile et al., 2017; He et al., 2018). Biased
PU learning methods treat the unlabeled samples as
negative samples with noise, and use higher penal-
ties on misclassified positive samples to accommo-
date noise (Liu et al., 2003; Ke et al., 2012). Most
studies on PU learning concentrate on binary classi-
fication problems which are not sufficient to cover
the wide range of real-world applications. Xu et al.
(2017) proposed a one-step method that directly
enables a multi-class model to be trained using
the given multi-class PU data. Furthermore, there
are relatively few studies that explore PU learning
for multi-label tasks (Sun et al., 2010; Kong et al.,
2014; Kanehira and Harada, 2016; Han et al., 2018).
Cole et al. (2021) addressed the hardest multi-label
version in which there is only a single positive label
available for each sample in training time, and the
model needs to predict all proper labels at test time.

A.2 Hyper Parameters

We list the detailed hyperparameters in Table A1.
All experiments are run on a NVIDIA-A40. In
Table A2, we list the models used in this paper
and their mapping with the hugginface model_ids.
We use a NVIDIA-A40 for 80 hours to get all the
reported results.

A.3 Metrics

We show the dataset statistics in Table 1. To com-
pare the baseline models, we adopt the standard
precision(P), recall(R), F1-score(F1) for evaluation.
The above metrics consider the task as a binary
classification task for all intents, ignoring the multi-
label classification nature of the task. So we present
the exact match ratio (EM) metrics for further eval-
uation.

All the above metrics are under the setting that a
label is predicted as positive if its estimated proba-
bility is greater than 0.5 (Zhu et al., 2017a). Among
these metrics, F1 and EM are the most representa-
tive metrics.
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Name ATIS-VCS SNIPS-VCS CrossWOZ-VCS MultiWOZ-VCS

Learning Rate 2e-5 2e-5 2e-5 2e-5
Batch Size 512 512 512 512
Max Sequence Length 32 32 32 32
Sample Number in Sec.4.2 4 1 1 1
β in Eq.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.4
γ in Eq.3 4 4 4 4
αneg in Eq.3 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001
αpos in Eq.3 0.99999 0.99999 0.99999 0.99999
s0 in Eq.6 0 0 0 0

Table A1: All hyper parameters used in Table 2.

Model_name Hugginface_ModelID
BERT-small (English) bert-small
BERT-base (English) bert-base-uncased
BERT-large (English) bert-large-uncased

RoBERTa-base (English) roberta-base
ALBERT-base (English) albert-base-v2
DeBERTa-base (English) deberta-base

BERT-small (Chinese) bert-tiny
BERT-base (Chinese) bert-base-chinese
BERT-large (Chinese) bert-large-chinese

RoBERTa-base (Chinese) chinese-roberta-wwm-ext

ALBERT-base (Chinese) albert-base-chinese
-cluecorpussmall

DeBERTa-base (Chinese) deberta-base-chinese

Table A2: The model mapping between model names
and hugginface model ids used in this paper.

P =

∑
i N

c
i∑

i N
p
i

,

R =

∑
i N

c
i∑

i N
g
i

,

F1 =
2× P× R

P+ R
,

EM =
1

m

m∑

j=1

I (pj == lj)
(7)

where N c
i is the number of intents that are cor-

rectly predicted to be true for the i-th label, Np
i is

the number of intents predicted to be true for the
i-th label, Ng

i is the number of ground truth intents
for the i-th label, m is the number of instances
in test dataset Dtest, pj is the model output of all
intent labels for sample sj , lj is the ground truth
intent labels for sample sj and I() is an indicator
function, which will output 1 when the distribution
of pj is equivalent to lj .

A.4 Split Intent in Proposed Datasets

For single-intent datasets ATIS and SNIPS, we
split the intent into two sub-intents by critical en-
tity, which is listed in Table A3. For multi-intent
datasets MultiWOZ and CrossWOZ, we split the
composite intent into several atomic intents, which
is listed in Table A4.

Intent Split Entity
flight time
abbreviation fare_basis_code
aircraft loc
airfare cost_relative
airline airline_code
capacity aircraft_code
city airline_name
flight_no airline_name
flight_time depart
ground_service airport_name

(a) ATIS-VSC
Intent Split Entity
AddToPlaylist artist
BookRestaurant restaurant_name
GetWeather state
PlayMusic artist
SearchCreativeWork object_type
SearchScreeningEvent object_type

(b) SNIPS-VSC

Table A3: Split intent of ATIS (A3a) and SNIPS (A3b)

A.5 Extended Experiment Results

We list the full experiment scores of the analyses on
model scale up, model structure, label smoothing
for Label-Smoothing Focal Loss, negative sample
number in Table A6, A7, A8, A9, respectively.

A.6 Difficulty Control

We introduce version conflict and merge friction to
every possible label, but in practice, we may not
see version labels in such a high proportion. To bet-
ter simulate the actual scenario and also have better
control over the difficulty of the datasets, we limit
the number of version labels to 1, 2, and 4. For
ATIS-VCS and SNIPS-VCS, more version labels
would be more difficult, since intent splitting cre-
ates sub-intents that need to check both the original
intent and the critical entity. For example, checking
the sub-intent “Flight_with_time” requires more
computation than full-intent “Flight”.However,
for MultiWOZ-VCS and CrossWOZ-VCS, more
version labels would not be more difficult, because
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Composite Intent Atomic Intent
attraction&hotel attraction,hotel
attraction&restaurant attraction,restaurant
attraction&train attraction,train
hotel&restaurant hotel,restaurant
hotel&taxi hotel,taxi
hotel&train hotel,train
restaurant&taxi restaurant,taxi
restaurant&train restaurant,train

(a) MultiWOZ-VSC
Composite Intent Atomic Intent
General&Inform General,Inform
General&Inform&Request General,Inform,Request
General&Inform&Select General,Inform,Select
General&Request General,Request
Inform&Request Inform,Request
Inform&Request&Select Inform,Request,Select
Inform&Select Inform,Select

(b) CrossWOZ-VSC

Table A4: Split intent of MultiWOZ (A4a) and Cross-
WOZ (A4b)

Dataset Difficulty VC-N MF-N Total
ATIS_1 Easy 1 4 1 20
ATIS_2 Easy 2 8 2 24
ATIS_4 Easy 4 16 4 32
ATIS Normal 50 10 66
SNIPS_1 Easy 1 4 1 11
SNIPS_2 Easy 2 8 2 15
SNIPS_4 Easy 4 16 4 23
SNIPS Normal 24 6 31
MultiWOZ_1 Hard 1 4 1 17
MultiWOZ_2 Hard 2 6 2 18
MultiWOZ_4 Hard 4 10 4 20
MultiWOZ Normal 14 8 22
CrossWOZ_1 Hard 1 4 1 15
CrossWOZ_2 Hard 2 6 2 17
CrossWOZ_ Hard 4 8 4 17
CrossWOZ Normal 10 7 17

Table A5: The number of version conflict labels (VC-N),
merge friction labels (MF-N), and the total labels (To-
tal) of the proposed datasets according to the difficulty
levels. The difficulty levels are paired with the ones in
Table 5. “Easy k” or “Hard k” means there are k group
of version labels.

composite-intent splitting creates atomic intents
that are easier to check. Fore example, checking
the composite intent “Hotel&Taxi” requires more
computation them simply checking atomic intent
“Hotel” or “Taxi”. The statistics is shown in Table
A5.

A.7 More Analysis

Performance variance under different datasets
Generally, LS Focal loss is the most powerful
method, but it performs poorly when available data
is small. As presented in Table 1, four datasets
used in our experiments have varied label types

and instance amounts (Ochal et al., 2023). Since
ATIS has 66 initial intents but only 4455 training
samples, and Multi-label CE is less data-hungry,
Multi-label CE slightly outperforms LS Focal Loss
in this setting.

Similarly, the basic classifier has very low re-
call on the dataset of ATIS-VCS and SNIPS-VCS,
since they have a larger number of labels than
MultiWOZ-VCS and CrossWOZ-VCS. A larger
number of labels in a dataset results in a harder
difficulty, which is proved in the performance gap
in 4 datasets. The basic classifier is trained with
the data using the data that each sample is only
provided with only one label. Even with a model
structure that can perform multi-label classifica-
tion, the basic classifier generally only outputs one
intent because of the data. Intuitively, larger candi-
date pools (ATIS and SNIPS) will make the recall
worse, because the model output intent will be less
likely to hit the ground truth.

Beyond the amount of training data and labels,
the length of input utterance could also affect the
results. Multi-WOZ-VCS contains samples with
very short sentences, so different models and sizes
do not make a great difference in Multi-WOZ. This
dataset does not need models with strong seman-
tics understanding ability. For ATIS-VCS and
SNIPS-VCS, sentences are long, so the task be-
comes harder. Also, a stronger model with more
parameters has better performance.

Challenges of detecting semantic overlap The
results of Table 2 show that the proposed bench-
mark is hard for the basic classifier. And the pro-
posed methods of overlapping intents detection are
effective. However, these methods are only effec-
tive in Precision, Recall, and F1. In real products,
EM is the most important metric. The proposed
methods are far from the Upper Bound in EM met-
rics. Thus we believe that the benchmark is chal-
lenging and more powerful methods need to be
proposed.

Also, the experiment results of Table 3c and Ta-
ble A10 provide a comparison of results under the
different numbers of conflict labels and merge fric-
tion labels. We change the ratio of updated labels
to control the degree of update. The difficulty is
controlled by the ratio of updated labels. A harder
degree means a larger ratio of updated labels. This
result can help us see the details of before and
after adding entangled intents. As we can see, a
larger degree of updating entangled intents makes
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Size ATIS-VCS SNIPS-VCS CrossWOZ-VCS MultiWOZ-VCS
P R F1 EM P R F1 EM P R F1 EM P R F1 EM

BERT-small 66.28 94.10 77.78 47.37 85.67 96.32 90.68 76.57 93.60 97.70 95.60 90.23 82.68 90.16 86.26 81.73
BERT-base 84.17 88.81 86.43 77.05 95.85 95.95 95.90 92.86 97.00 88.37 92.48 80.34 88.62 86.45 87.52 85.85
BERT-large 87.14 96.46 91.57 79.34 97.32 97.58 97.45 96.71 97.35 79.72 87.66 68.69 88.60 86.11 87.34 85.85

Table A6: Additional study on different size of BERT including BERT-Small, BERT-Base and BERT-Large. We use
Label-Smoothing Focal Loss method to get all the results. Metrics in this table are Precision, Recall, F1-Score and
Exact Match Ratio.

Model ATIS-VCS SNIPS-VCS CrossWOZ-VCS MultiWOZ-VCS
P R F1 EM P R F1 EM P R F1 EM P R F1 EM

BERT-base 84.17 88.81 86.43 77.05 95.85 95.95 95.90 92.86 97.00 88.37 92.48 80.34 88.62 86.45 87.52 85.85
RoBERTa-base 87.37 95.02 91.03 79.91 96.42 96.26 96.34 95.43 94.90 90.04 92.41 79.80 85.94 87.30 86.62 83.86
AlBERT-base 88.10 81.43 84.64 68.95 91.69 85.42 88.45 74.71 96.83 75.08 84.58 68.69 86.35 85.50 85.92 84.27
DeBERTa-base 90.52 92.62 91.56 85.39 96.90 85.58 90.89 75.14 96.40 95.46 95.93 88.08 88.99 84.3 86.61 80.75

Table A7: Results of four models including BERT, RoBERTa, AlBERT and DeBERTa. We Label-Smoothing Focal
Loss method to get all the reported results. Metrics in this table are Precision, Recall, F1-Score and Exact Match
Ratio.

LSR ATIS-VCS SNIPS-VCS CrossWOZ-VCS MultiWOZ-VCS
P R F1 EM P R F1 EM P R F1 EM P R F1 EM

0.1 65.99 94.37 77.67 47.72 95.85 95.95 95.90 92.86 97.00 88.37 92.48 80.34 85.26 88.53 86.86 83.75
0.2 84.17 88.81 86.43 77.05 96.63 93.53 95.05 89.00 95.53 70.14 80.89 40.66 86.88 87.16 87.02 84.58
0.4 91.59 79.53 85.13 73.63 97.41 81.21 88.58 65.86 95.34 69.79 80.59 40.23 88.62 86.45 87.52 85.85

Table A8: Results of different label smoothing rate used in Label-Smothing Focal Loss including 0.1, 0.2, and
0.4. We use Label-Smoothing Focal Loss method to get all the reported results. Metrics in this table are Precision,
Recall, F1-Score, and Exact Match Ratio.

NSN ATIS-VCS SNIPS-VCS CrossWOZ-VCS MultiWOZ-VCS
P R F1 EM P R F1 EM P R F1 EM P R F1 EM

1 50.46 96.84 66.35 55.59 94.30 93.16 93.73 85.14 97.97 49.24 65.54 42.97 86.19 87.06 86.62 82.79
2 69.95 92.20 79.55 67.92 95.97 87.74 91.67 74.71 97.88 42.01 58.78 35.61 88.28 81.15 84.57 74.50
4 87.40 86.87 87.14 76.37 97.00 71.58 82.37 41.14 97.81 36.25 52.90 28.41 90.15 68.10 77.59 50.65
8 93.00 77.36 84.46 71.23 96.96 63.84 76.99 32.57 97.67 32.45 48.72 22.42 91.34 60.23 72.60 35.71

Table A9: Results of five Negative Sample number including 1, 2, 4 and 8. We use NS method to get all the reported
results. Metrics in this table are Precision, Recall, F1-Score, and Exact Match Ratio.

Difficulty ATIS-VCS SNIPS-VCS
P R F1 EM P R F1 EM

Easy 1 93.90 98.55 96.17 91.44 98.34 98.67 98.50 98.43
Easy 2 94.47 98.32 96.46 92.35 96.42 95.45 95.93 94.71
Easy 3 88.15 98.75 93.15 82.99 96.98 96.47 96.72 95.29
Normal 84.17 88.81 86.43 77.05 95.85 95.95 95.90 92.86

Difficulty CrossWOZ-VCS MultiWOZ-VCS
P R F1 EM P R F1 EM

Hard 1 94.50 63.65 76.07 44.10 81.28 88.98 84.96 82.20
Hard 2 95.53 70.14 80.89 40.66 82.93 88.04 85.41 83.36
Hard 3 95.34 69.79 80.59 40.23 84.68 87.96 86.29 83.51
Normal 97.00 88.37 92.48 80.34 88.62 86.45 87.52 85.85

Table A10: Results of 3 difficulty including 1, 2 and 4 in the four datasets: ATIS, SNIPS, CrossWOZ and MultiWOZ.
Metrics in this table are F1-Score, Exact Match Ratio and Zero One Loss. 1 is the easiest and 4 is hardest.
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the model perform worse.

A.8 Visualization and Error Analysis

In Figure 3, Figure A2, Figure A3, and Figure A4,
we present the co-occurrence matrix between pre-
dictions on the Multi-Label Focal Loss method
for ATIS-VCS, SNIPS-VCS. From Figure A2, we
can see that it’s challenging to capture the seman-
tic overlap of labels under diverse intents but lim-
ited training instances, as the occurrence matrix
is more noisy than that of SNIPS-VCS. Similarly,
compare with Figure A3 and Figure A4, we can
see a clearer pattern of grasping version conflict
and merge frictions under the dataset of Cross-
WOZ than MultiWOZ, as the performance is also
slightly better in Table 2. From Figure A3, we can
discover a minor bias in the model’s prediction,
which is the imbalance occurrence between “Re-
quest_v1” and “Request_v2”. While in Figure A4,
the model does not handle the compound intents
“hotel&taxi” and “restaurant&train”, as the corre-
lation between “hotel&taxi” and “hotel” is weak,
and the co-occurrence between “restaurant&train”
and “train” is very low.

In Figure A1, we visualize the model’s “behav-
ior” on different version labels in the test set of
SNIPS-VCS. Different colors represent different
labels, while different shapes represent different
clusters. From the figure, we can see that differ-
ent versions of the same intent family are clustered
together. We first use t-SNE (van der Maaten and
Hinton, 2008) to reduce the co-occurrence matrix
to two dimensions, then use DBSCAN (Ester et al.,
1996) to cluster the labels.

B Detailed Explanation of the Setting

B.1 Definition of the Setting

Our setting is not a scenario where each sample is
provided with ground truth. If that were the case,
we would not encounter semantic duplications (i.e.
version conflict) and semantic overlap (i.e. merge
friction). The objective of the benchmark is to eval-
uate if a model trained with imperfect data (i.e.,
samples labeled only with one of the ground truth
values) can achieve perfect predictions (i.e., accu-
rately predict all ground truth values, including
l1&l2, l1 and l2). The primary goal of this setup is
to address the real-world issue where users intro-
duce new labels during version upgrades without
considering the correlations between existing and
newly added labels. In this case, the models are

trained using positive but unlabeled data and then
tested using ground truth.

The objective of this setting is to ensure that the
model efficiently utilizes both existing and newly
added data, enabling it to perform well on both
types of data while minimizing costs. The pro-
posed benchmark primarily focuses on investigat-
ing strategies for effectively leveraging both pre-
upgrade and post-upgrade data, which may contain
inconsistent labels (i.e. positive but unlabeled data),
and building a cost-effective model that performs
well on both data.

B.2 Positive and Unlabeled Data
Regarding positive and unlabeled data (Ham-
moudeh and Lowd, 2020; Bekker and Davis, 2020),
a common definition of positive and unlabeled data
refers to the presence of unlabeled data where the
positive labels are not explicitly identified as pos-
itive. In our setting, positive and unlabeled data
means that not all positive labels are provided in
the training set. Only one of the ground truth val-
ues is designated as positive, while all other labels
are considered negative. Consequently, only the
positive label can be relied upon as trustworthy, as
the other negative labels may mistakenly include
positive labels.

B.3 ChatGPT In-context Learning
Our template contains exemplars and candidate
options. Regarding the selection of exemplars, we
randomly select one single exemplar for each label.
We use five random seeds to select exemplars and
present the order of the exemplars. Then we will
provide all candidate options, then ask ChatGPT to
choose one or more than one option. We use five
random seeds to select the present order of options,
which is to prevent potential order bias. We report
their average performance. About post-processing,
we use Python split to get multiple outputs from
the generated string, then we use string matching
to match each output with candidates.
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Figure A1: t-SNE dimensionality reduction and DBSCAN clustering for SNIPS. Different colors represent different
intents while different shape reperesent differt clusters.
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Figure A2: Display of the co-occurrence matrix between labels based on the model output of Multi-Label Focal
Loss method for the test set of ATIS-VCS. Different colors indicate different co-occurrence frequency of labels.
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labels. For better visualization, We remove the labels that have fewer than 10 instances in the test set.
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Figure A4: Display of the co-occurrence matrix between labels based on the model output of Multi-Label Focal
Loss method for the test set of MultiWOZ-VCS. Different colors indicate different co-occurrence frequency of
labels. For better visualization, We remove the labels that have fewer than 10 instances in the test set.
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Dialogue:
what is the cost of the air taxi operation at philadelphia international airport.
Question:
What is the intent of this dialogue?
Answer: ground_fare

... (Other 65 examples for each intent)

Given a dialogue, please answer the intent of the dialogue from options:
abbreviation, abbreviation_with_fare_basis_code_v1, abbreviation_with_fare_basis_code_v2, abbrevia-
tion_without_fare_basis_code_v1, abbreviation_without_fare_basis_code_v2, aircraft, aircraft_with_loc_v1, air-
craft_with_loc_v2, aircraft_without_loc_v1, aircraft_without_loc_v2, airfare, airfare_with_cost_relative_v1,
airfare_with_cost_relative_v2, airfare_without_cost_relative_v1, airfare_without_cost_relative_v2, air-
line, airline_with_airline_code_v1, airline_with_airline_code_v2, airline_without_airline_code_v1, air-
line_without_airline_code_v2, airport, airport_v1, airport_v2, capacity, capacity_with_aircraft_code_v1, ca-
pacity_with_aircraft_code_v2, capacity_without_aircraft_code_v1, capacity_without_aircraft_code_v2, city,
city_with_airline_name_v1, city_with_airline_name_v2, city_without_airline_name_v1, city_without_airline_name_v2,
distance, distance_v1, distance_v2, flight, flight_no, flight_no_with_airline_name_v1, flight_no_with_airline_name_v2,
flight_no_without_airline_name_v1, flight_no_without_airline_name_v2, flight_time, flight_time_with_depart_v1,
flight_time_with_depart_v2, flight_time_without_depart_v1, flight_time_without_depart_v2, flight_with_time_v1,
flight_with_time_v2, flight_without_time_v1, flight_without_time_v2, ground_fare, ground_fare_v1,
ground_fare_v2, ground_service, ground_service_with_airport_name_v1, ground_service_with_airport_name_v2,
ground_service_without_airport_name_v1, ground_service_without_airport_name_v2, meal, meal_v1, meal_v2, quantity,
quantity_v1, quantity_v2, restriction.
You can answer 1 to 3 intents.

{Dialogue}

Table B11: Prompt template for ChatGPT for in-context learning. Our template contains exemplars and candidate
options. Regarding the selection of exemplars, we randomly select one single exemplar for each label. We use
five random seeds to select exemplars and present the order of the exemplars. Then we will provide all candidate
options. We use five random seeds to select the present order of options.
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